The Morvan
« Kingdom of cycletourism, yet a little known gem. »
Welcoming to all cyclists in the area around Autun and the Nat. Reg. Parc of the
Morvan
Enjoy the area whilst cycling through the beautiful landscape of the Morvan and enjoy more than
2.400 km of prepared circuits for road, racing and mountain bikes. The roads are calm and well kept,
the views are magnificent and the hills can be very steep ! The summits are usually not higher than
900 m, but it its up and down all the time and that is why cycling here can be more difficult than in
the Alps !
You will find us right in the middle of this beautiful region, where we settled in 1998 :
Hôtel-Restaurant Auberge de la Chaloire**
and
Gîte La Maison de JuJu***
Le Bourg
71400 La Petite Verrière
(at 14 km from Autun and at 30 km from Château-Chinon)
tel. +33385541410 / +33665255172
e-mail : hotel@auberge-de-la-chaloire.com
web : www.hotel-auberge-de-la-chaloire.com
www.la-maison-de-juju.fr
coordinates GPS 47.048809

4.159902

Google Maps

Our completely renovated auberge has 7 lovely rooms plus a gîte for 4 – 6 people (situated at 3 km
from the auberge. We have a lot to offer to our cycling guests:
* a well-equipped cellar to put your bike in,
* cleaning- and repairing materials,
* a large choice of circuits of varying distance and difficulty for road and mountain bikes,
* various bicycles for hire (for men, women and children) including for those who would like to test it
a tricycle !
* A small fitness room,
* special arrangements with half-board, adapted for our sportiving guests,
* special rates for groupes up to 22 persons,
* free WIFI,
* free rent of our GPS material,
We also offer a small outside heated swimming pool, a garden with comfortable lounge style
furniture, a terrace with a beautiful view over the hills of the Morvan, garden toys and a sandbox for
children plus a table tennis set.
We garantee you high quality food starting with a large breakfast, continuing with home made
picnics and a delicious dinner, where every course is fresh and made by the Chef himself.
For those wo do not cycle, there is plenty to do and enjoy in this Region. Long distance walking,
horse riding, fishing, golf, watersports, visits of Gallo-Romain monuments, castles and, of course, the
famous Burgundy wine area !
We do a lot of cycling and mountain biking ourselves and that is why we would love to welcome you
to our Auberge. Please do not hesitate to contact us for further information, or take a look at our
special offers on our website.

Kind cycling-regards,

Lidewij & Stan van den Brûle

